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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.
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Foreign Orders:
Please include additional monies to compensate
for airmail, contact us for costs.  Thank you.

In a RUSH?
Expedite your order via USPS Priority Mail,
EMS and FedEx. These are all available to you
for additional cost based on weight and
dimensions.

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

When domestic shipping is included in the
price, all orders are sent at our discretion,
if we send by FedEx Ground $3.50 will be
added to each order to cover the Fuel
Surcharges/Residential and Extended
Delivery Charge imposed by them.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Brand New...

Cesaral�s
Open Perceptions

This unique piece of magic is the best of its type in the world!  We offer, in this
effect, not only the best equipment for reading and transmitting a chosen card and
all that have come before it.

Very Clever!  Invisible!  Innocent!
So strong spectator swill be sure you have psychic powers!

Several audience members select cards and insert them into envelopes.  The
magician takes the envelopes�one by one�and scoops them into a pile.  He
then takes a piece of paper and writes the names of the cards for each spectator!
IMPOSSIBLE! No, he can�t see through the envelopes as they are opaque and no
one can see through them.

This model has a one year guarantee, if anything goes wrong and after that
it can be repaired for just the costs of the repairs.  Available in Bicycle, Tarot
and Super Thin. Please specify when ordering!!

Yes, it is expensive, but for what you get, you will be pleased and see the value of
this powerful effect.  Can be used for close-up, parlor or stage.  This effect
is for the distinguished, discriminating perform or collector.  Cards so thin,
that it�s not believable that they are �gaffed� and they are NOT
marked!

$995

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cesaral-open-perceptions-bicycle-cards/
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Del Ray Computer Deck
An Authorized Version!  Routine goes like
this... A spectator shuffles and cuts a regular
deck of cards.  A card is freely selected.  The
performer gives the deck a shuffle and cut.  The
spectator is then asked to cut the deck into
four piles.  The computer deck is handed to
the spectator who then places the deck on any
pile.  If nothing happens, the computer deck is
placed on another pile.  This continues until

the deck comes to life.  Lights flash, beeping sounds emanate from the deck and
flashing random numbers appear.  The sequence stops with a number.  The
computer deck is set aside and the spectator counts down to the specified number
to reveal the selected card.

Del Ray�s routine is described in the book Del Ray � America�s Foremost,
which is included as a bonus.

Features of the Del Ray
Computer Deck:  Modernized
electronic design of circuit board
with integrated circuit chips and
micro surface mount electronic
components.   When the switch is
turned on the digital display briefly
flashes the preset number as a
visual reminder.  When unit is
activated  the 18 second cycle
audible and visual features include
4 bright red flashing LEDs, variable
beeping sounds, double digital display flashes parallel rolling bars, perpendicular
rotating bars, then rapidly flashing random digits flash on the display panel finally
stopping on the preset number.  The final displayed number corresponds to the
selected card location in a pile and remains on until the deck is lifted off the pad.

The deck automatically resets for next performance when
it is removed from the selected card pile.  Items supplied
with package.  Full instructions with two routine and
suggestions as well as technical information are included
in the six page package.  A DVD includes a performance
with an audience, full instructions on using the deck, and
a brief history of the Del Ray computer deck.

The requirements are the ability to control a selected
card to a preset number in a deck cards. This is usually
between 4 and 9 cards from the bottom of the deck. An
easy method is included in the instructions   Access
website for MORE Details.

FREE Del Ray Book Included!!         $649

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/del-ray-computer-deck/
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The Next Generation...
FMT-3

The Deluxe Package by
Subversive Circuits and The 1914
The contents of the FMT-3 Deluxe Package
allow you to easily and accurately recreate
incredible feats of mind reading including the
�which hand� effect, two person telepathy,
Russian roulette with a spike and more!

The FMT-3 System is by far the safest
and most effective system for
performing mentalism of this nature for
the following reasons...

The system is wireless and expandable
meaning future external modules are always
in development.

The system is completely secure and
encrypted; unlike similar devices on the
market, external interference is eliminated
even if someone else in the room has an

identical device (no more false readings).

The external magnet detection module contained in the Deluxe Package can detect
a magnetic field (and its polarity�North or South) from a 9cm range (the stronger
the magnet, the larger the range).

The external magnet detection module itself does not vibrate (no more getting
caught out if you hold your hand too close to theirs).

Excellent battery life (the system will even warn you when batteries are running
low).

CONTENTS OF THE DELUXE PACKAGE:  The FMT-3 receiver, Magnet
Detection Module, 2-person coding key fob module, Specially made poker chip
with a strong neo-magnet embedded inside, USB memory stick containing an in-
depth video setup guide and a digital instruction manual.

Please Note: the color of the magnetic poker chip may vary from that which is
pictured and batteries are not included.

See website for Frequently Asked Questions!
$385

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fmt-3-system-the-deluxe-package-by-subversive-circuits-and-the-1914/
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�Roydon� Reader-Psychic Table
With kind permission from Ken
Klosterman, who owns the
rights to this fabulous effect.
There is nothing like this in the field
of magic or mentalism!  Created
back in the 40s and still used today.
Brilliant in every way!  Light years
ahead of anything previously seen!
Our superior craftsman, Louie
Gaynor, has brought back this
�one of a kind� effect for
mentalists/psychics.

A spectator is seated at a bare desk
and�using any unprepared
paper�writes questions, names, dates or places on the paper.  The writing never
leaves the spectator�s view.  The paper is never folded or placed in an envelope.
(This is all done with the reader/psychic outside of the room.)  The performer
returns and immediately is in full possession of the written question.  No switches!
No electronics!  No transmitter!  No impressions!  No infrared cameras! No
suspicious moves or actions!  No resetting!  Can be repeated immediately.  The
principle has never been used before.  As innocent as can be.

The table does all the work for you!  You will marvel at its simplicity.
Ingenious method.

The 32-inch high table, handcrafted in oak, is a spectacular example of master
furniture making.  The top is accented with 2-tone inlaid parquet with removable
legs.  The top is covered with plate glass.  Carrying case is extra with options,
please call for details!

Strictly for the discriminating performer, reader or mentalist.  The Reader-Psychic
Table puts you in the realm of psychic phenomena! Order now for delivery in
4-6 weeks as these are made to order!

$1795     + shipping & handling

Available
Again!!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/roydon-psychic-table/
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Magnetic Miracles
Magnetic Cobalt Dice

Las Vegas Style
Tremendous routines are possible for these magnetic
dice.  These dice come loaded and �juiced up� for
excellent routines that you create!

Innocent looking... Transparent... Straight
edged!

All you need to work them is a strong magnet,  which
can be hidden under a close-up pad or under a lid of
your brief case.  Put the dice in a cup and have the
spectator shake them or turn the cup over, (over the

magnet) and you will get the force number to be on TOP!  Great for using to force
numbers, gambling lectures and many other possibilities!  Create your own
routines for ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES ONLY!

Comes complete with your choice of force numbers�5 & 2 or 4 & 3.  Special
orders can be ordered.

Please specify which numbers you desire and allow 3 to 4 weeks for
delivery as these are hand made!

Sold For Entertainment Only!   $195

Professional
�Gaffed Coins�

With Unlimited Routines &
Entertainment

The public is really not informed of all the Magi�s
power with �gaffed coins.�  Coins are thought of in
an innocent way, thus giving the power of the real
magic when a performer uses gaffed coins in his
routine.  Easy to carry and always ready to perform.
Routines supplied.  You can do penetration
effects, Matrix Coins, Haunted Deck and mental routines.  These are a coin worker�s
accessory pack!

This package will enable you to do professional coin magic and miracles at a
moment�s notice... Take your choice of packages with Quarters and Half Dollars.

Magnetic Quarter...$22
Steel Core Quarter...$16

2 Bicycle Mag Cards... $12.50
Complete Set...$45

Magnetic Half  Dollar...$25
Shim Half  Dollar...$16

2 Bicycle Mag Cards... $12.50
Complete Set...$48

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-quarter/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/steel-core-quarter/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/magnetic-half-dollar/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shim-half-dollar/
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Smoke & Fire
Magic Smith Presents...

Flash Tray
Mentalism�s Hottest Weapon
Flash Tray allows you to introduce the
most dramatic element, FIRE, in an
ingenious, motivated way. Items placed
inside of it inexplicably burst into flames
at your command.

Flash Tray is designed to look like an ordinary ashtray�its small, empty and
completely natural looking. Spectators can handle it and they won�t discover its
diabolical hi-tech secret. Yet it�s so simple to control, you can concentrate entirely
on your presentation.

Flash Tray offers you an array of possibilities. Included are six scripted routines
from the brilliant mind of Christopher Rose, along with 12 other routines.

Flash Tray can be performed close-up and surrounded. It works on any surface
and can even be held by the spectator during performance. Custom designed from
the ground up�its designed for years of service.  Examinable.  Remote Control.
Rechargeable.  Flash Paper Included.  Eighteen Routines included.

$130

Will Tsai�s
Vapr

Creating safe smoke from your hands has
historically been problematic. All of those
problems have been solved with Vapr. Plus,
many never-before-seen features have been
integrated into Vapr such as the remote
feature. Now, you can create smoke from
almost 50 feet away! This opens up a new
universe of magical opportunities. Vapr is the
first smoke unit ever, to integrate smoke from
the body and from a distance into one unit, at the fraction of the cost.  Vapr is
extremely easy to use (even for beginners) and is everything you could wish for to
bring theatrical-level special effects you�re your magic.

WHAT YOU GET:   The Vapr smoke system (Switch/pump, tube & heater coil).
Rechargeable remote switch. 10 Vapr smoke cartridges. Super soft arm and wrist
strap. Dual USB charging cable. USB to 110 AC Power adapter. Includes DVD
with three original magic tricks created only for Vapr along with maintenance,
product care, tips and best uses.   BONUSES:  Includes 30 extra cartridges (80-
100 puffs per cartridge) $60 value.

             $180

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flash-tray-magic-smith/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/vapr-will-tsai/
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Cinema Vérité
Hand out postcards with over 30 different film
posters to the audience. You have no idea who
has which film poster. Have anyone choose one
and think about the title. They read the names
of the films from the postcards, and you stop
them exactly on the film they are thinking of.
Do it again with someone else. They think of a
film and read the same list of titles. You know
which film someone is thinking of every time!  Do it 10 times with 10 different
spectators in all different parts of the room. Everyone reads the same list of film titles.
You always know who is thinking of which film.

Don�t want to lug 32 postcards around? Just slip 10 or 12 into your
pocket and still perform it exactly the same way.  Perform it anytime, anywhere
with anyone who can read and think.  Do it over and over with one spectator
or 30 times with 30 different spectators. It is strong, powerful mentalism that
works with adults in almost any venue.

$45

Unique & Different
Classic Film Vérité

 Have your audience pass around a set of cards
with 32 different classic film posters. The set
includes all-time �most popular� films like
Gone With the Wind, The Godfather,
Star Wars, The Wizard of Oz and Pulp
Fiction. Each card has a film poster on the
front and a list of films from the set on the
back.You have no idea who has which film

poster. Have anyone choose one and think about the title. They read the names of the
films from their card, and you tell them exactly which film they are thinking of. In
addition, you tell them the exact number of film critics who voted for that film out of all
films.

An amazing secret, so easy you will be doing it in minutes. No crib sheets.
Nothing to memorize. Nothing extra to carry. Use just the 32 postcards.
Extra-thick, heavy stock, full color, glossy varnish, rounded corners. Complete
with a sturdy snap-closure carrying case.  Use all 32 cards or just slip 10 or 12 into
your pocket and still perform it exactly the same way. Combine this card set with
Cinema Verite and use 64 different film cards. Classic Film Verite has all
different films and cards including very well-known films like The Princess Bride,
Toy Story, Casablanca, Singin� In the Rain, Titanic and Raiders of the Lost Ark.
Newly added�not one, but TWO incredible effects. Reveal their thought-
of film title and a unique film critic number.  Perform it anytime, anywhere
with anyone who can read and think.  Do it over and over with one spectator or
30 times with 30 different spectators.

$50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/classic-film-verite-jim-kleefeld/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cinema-verite-jim-kleefeld/
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Ken Brooke Classics
Joe Riding�s

Three Card Four
�The Only Three Card Trick In
The World Using Four Cards!�

 A true professional classic with the both
Fred Kaps & Ken Brooke Routines.

Commercial card tricks are still very hard
to find despite the fact that card experts
invent them almost daily.  Visible card
effects are still harder to come across.
This uses JUMBO Bicycle cards and is
visible from start to finish.

This effect has been time-tested for years and years and I can assure my readers that
it is also very, very commercial.  Plays well in cabaret, trade shows, stand up, stage
and it is great for children�s shows as well!

PROFESSIONAL MAGIC AT IT�S BEST!

This trick comes complete
with Jumbo Cards, Fred Kaps
Routine & Ken Brooke Routine,
DVD of Bob Swadling�s Act
included on DVD is explanation
of routine, Also copy, in writing,
of both routines.  Bonus: Alex
Elmsley�s Four As Four Routine.

See performance of Bob
Swadling�s routine on our
website!  Don�t pass this one up
if you are a worker.

 Available Again... $35

Bob Swadling & Joe Stevens

*EASY TO CARRY
*FIVE MINUTES OF ENTERAINMENT

*FIVE MINUTES OF MYSTERY
*FIVE MINUTES OF LAUGHS AND FUN

*THE FINEST MONTE CARD ROUTINE OF ALL
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Ken Brooke Classics

Ron Wilson�s
Second Sight

Want something clever that was created by Ron Wilson
to be able to do Dai Vernon�s Brainwave and be CLEAN
at the finish by showing both sides of the deck.  In Charlie
Miller�s opinion this is the cleanest version of the
Brainwave to date!  No angles to worry about before, during
and after the effect.

Magician removes a blue-backed (or red) deck of cards from
the case.  The deck is fanned toward the audience.  He
removes one opposite color card from his pocket showing back-side only.  It is
placed into the middle of the blue deck and the fan is closed.  A spectator is asked
to shuffle and to run through the cards face up and when he sees a card he fancies
to call out the name of the card.  Taking the deck the magician fans the faces of the
cards toward the audience.  Very slowly until he comes to the named card, which is
pushed upward from the fan.  The fanned deck is now slowly turned around
and the pushed up card is seen to have a red back!  IT IS the red-backed
card that was named by the spectator.  Yep...true!  No confederates!  Is
straight forward.  Seems impossible.  A signature effect of Ron�s act.  This one
fool�s magicians!

  $22.50

Created By Jack Avis...
Poker Pot

A Re-Release From The
Ken Brooke Magic Range

If you�re looking for something completely different in
a close-up routine�Here it is! Used by professionals
for years, we are happy to re-release this upgraded
version. Each unit is hand made and hallmarked
by Louie Gaynor, crafted from the finest walnut.
Far superior to the original model made from
aluminium. Meticulous detail and quality in every way!

Jack Avis has taken two classical principles and by
blending them together has produced a clean cut

magical effect for performing what is known as �CHINK-A-
CHINK.� The box removes the need for shells or �extra
units� of the items employed thus, the weakness of having
to obtain and later ditch them is entirely eliminated. Roy
Johnson has added additional material to the original. Once
the basic principle is understood, Roy�s working can be

quickly understood! And there is nine pages of additional thoughts and routines
provided by the late great Ken Brooke.

$65

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/poker-pot-jack-avis-ken-brooke/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/second-sight-ron-wilson-ken-brooke/
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Fun & Cute
Bi-Kolor Kut

A Cute Magic Origami Effect!
From out of the past, 1931 to be exact, Leslie
Guest and Judah created this cut paper effect!

Here how it goes... A paper
sheet containing 16 squares
alternately colored red and
green are displayed and subject
to several rapid folds!  The
performer announces that he
will make one cut with the
scissors, thereby separating

each of the squares.  Also that he will divide all
the red squares from the green ones!  Two
spectators are requested to hold the paper, each
holding a folded corner.  The performer makes
the ONE CUT.  When it is found that one
speculator holds eight red squares and the other
spectator is holding all the green squares!  A
miracle!

The paper with the colored squared is NOT
gaffed!  Comes complete with 1 sample, 12 refills and a DVD performance and
instructions!  Refills are available or you can reprint your own!

$26
Refills Available (12 Sheets)...$16

Dan Garrett Presents...
Heartz

With his or her hands seen clearly empty,
the magician forms a �heart shape� with
the fingers of two hands.  All of a sudden
and out of nowhere, a �sponge heart�
magically appears!  The magician and a
spectator each take a hears and suddenly,
in front of the spectator, the magician�s
sponge heart vanishes and joins the hear
in the spectator�s hand!  The magic of
love is alive and well!

An excellent effect for couples, from dinner dates to wedding receptions to
anniversaries.  The routine plays well for families and children.  Easy to carry
and simple to perform.

Excellent Close-Up Entertainment!    $20

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bi-kolor-kut/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/heartz-dan-garrett/
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Hot From Chazpro

Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a
puzzle as a magic trick. The Finger Bird
will sit only on your finger. It will even
hop from one finger to another, yet
when you hand it to a spectator, they
cannot make him sit on their finger. Your
little Finger Bird can also perform as
The Amazing Birdini locating a
spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is
reached. You and your spectator�s will
have a lot of fun with this tiny little
Finger Bird!

Boy can you fool the boys at the magic club as the go crazy trying to
get the little bird to sit on their finger!

Available again for a limited time... these are in-stock now, but we
don�t know for how long!

$20

Shamrock Cup
Combo

Coins vanish and appear with this
specially made cup. There are no end
to the routines possible. Coins vanish
one at a time and more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo
Colombini.  Also includes a sucker cup
that you hand out at the end of a
routine.

Spectators are asked to put the coins
into the cup and they can't! The coins
won�t even fit into the cup!

Use with U.S. Half Dollars or English
Pennies. (Provide your own coins). Easy
to do. No difficult sleights.

Extremely limited edition! Fewer than 50 sets available. These are not just thin
walled cups�when you see them and hold them I guarantee you�ll be impressed!

Excellent Quality!  $50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup-combo-chazpro/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
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Old Is New Again
Zebra Tube

The Zebra Tube has for many years
a best seller for tahe famed �The
Magic Hands� in Germany. There
are other production tubes on the
market but this original Zebra Tube
is still the number one among those
available today. It is exceptionally well
made and very versatile.

This tube is made to produce large
quantities of silks, to make silks vanish
and to transform them. Seemingly
show the tube from both sides and
then produce a large flower bouquet
from within. Without getting close to
any table or other prop, you again
show both sides empty and this time
you let the audience even look
through the rolled up tube, clearly
nothing can be hidden!

Then start with a large production of silks, sponge
items, streamers, spring bouquets and many more. The
possibilities are endless. Use the tube to transform single
silks into a large Blendo or change white silks into
multi colored ones! The tube has two different secret
compartments for lots and lots of loads!

The black and white stripes are both modern and classy
at the same time.  Still made for us by the original
German supplier that supplied them to us when we
owned �The Magic Hands.� Quality you can depend
on!  Note: No load items supplies.

The tube is approximately 24-inches long. Easy to
perform! High impact on an audience!

$125

A Classic In
Production Magic!

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/zebra-tube-the-magic-hands/
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Clever Yet Practical
Flipp Flapp Box

Flip Flap Box (AKA Flipp Flapp Box). This is
an item we at Stevens Magic are very familiar
with and one of our personal favorites! This was
for many years a best selling item for famed �The
Magic Hands� in Germany. It is still made by
the same master craftsman.

Flipp Flapp is a unique production apparatus
that presents the performer with a truly unique
opportunity to produce silks, sponge balls, spring
flowers and even a bottle or two from what looks
like an empty frame.  The prop itself looks quite
magical. It is a square frame that can be shown
empty on all sides and the audience can even
look right through it. Suddenly the frame
transforms into a square tube and the production
commences.

Flipp Flapp is made by a bookbinder from
quality bookbinders linen and boards and with
proper handling last a long time. Flipp Flapp
is made in a variety of color combinations and
we will deliver what is at hand. The most popular
combination is red and yellow which allows for
use in a kid show and adult programs.  Note:
No production materials supplied.

$70

Future Mental
You�ll love this beautifully crafted mentalism
item! Three crocheted balls of different color
sit atop the closed box. While your back is
turned, the spectator selects one of the balls
and shows it around for the others to see. He
places it right back where he got it and tells you it is OK to turn back around.

Have the person open the lid of the box and place the balls inside in any order
they wish. Close the lid. Explain that before you began the experiment in mentalism
you placed a duplicate ball in your pocket. Hopefully it matches the person�s free
choice. Remove it from your pocket and hold it in your fist. He names the color.
Open your hand and it matches. In fact, it is actually his ball! Have the spectator
open the box. Their ball is missing! No duplicates are used.

$69

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/flip-flap-box/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/future-mental/
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Thayer Collectibles
For more information, please contact Joe Stevens.

Please serious inquiries ONLY!
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Ball Vanisher
Good Condition

Break-Away Die Box
Good Condition Blue Rice Vase With

Checkers
Good Condition

Simplex Enlarging
Thimbles

Good Condition
Floating Ball

Good Condition Hand Turned
Pedestal With Gazing

Ball
Very Good Condition

Keg Or Barrel Of
Plenty

Good Condition
Loyd�s 20th Century

Silk Frame
Good Condition

Loyd�s Mirage
Vanishing Glass Of

Water
Good Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Thayer Collectibles

New Pieces Added Every Month!  Over 200 Thayer Pieces
will be offered.  These are just a small sampling!

For FREE color catalog, please contact Joe Stevens.
316.683.9582 or joe@stevensmagic.com

See more information on the website.

Acrobatic Candle
Good Condition

Tumbler Silk
Pedestal

Good Condition

Card In Egg Pencil
Good Condition

Finger Guillotine
Very Good Condition

Flowers From Bottle
Fair Condition Small Blue Phantom

Fair Condition

mailto:joe@stevensmagic.com
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
The Conundrum

The Conundrum is that latest of these impossible
creations and was crafted in the workshops of Dr.
Paul and Bill Montana. The effect was created
for the close-up performer and or restaurant worker
is very different from the standard card and coin
trick. Its also very visual and can be used in a couple
of different ways.  (See website for detailed
explanation of effects.)

The overall size of the Conundrum is 3.5 x 3.5-
inches and 3/4-inch thick.  It also features a hand
rubbed varnish finish on the puzzle parts. The back
of the puzzle pieces have a felt back.  The
Conundrum was built to last a lifetime.

$40

Fifteen Arrows
This is a wonderful, close-up item for the performer
who is looking for something a bit different from
the norm.

The rules are simple, the person who takes the last
arrow will either win or lose.  This choice is given
to your opponent as with the choice of who will go
first.  Fifteen Arrows can also be played as a

prediction effect too!  Fifteen Arrows comes complete with the wooden arrows,
used as game pieces.  Included in each set is an extra arrow should one missing!
More details on our website!

Limited Quantities...$15

The Missing Inch
This is a recreation of a very mysterious and
classic effect. This new version is made from
wood and was built to last a lifetime of use. This
classic effect comes from the workshop of Bill
Montana. For this effect you will need a
small tape measure not provided.

This item will appeal to those who teach math
and science by using magic. Equally it will appeal
to those magicians who like wood props and
effects that are �away from the norm.� While
construction may appear to look easy�I assure
you it�s not�It is made from plywood, with felt back and stained and varnished by
hand.  More details on our website!

$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/conundrum-bill-montana-dr-paul/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-missing-inch-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/fifteen-arrows-by-bill-montana/
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Dr. Paul & Bill Montana
Win-Lose

Rolling Log
Oh boy! Are you going to have
fun with this item!  Long off the
market and very hard to find today!

A high-low log which enables YOU the
�Magi� to roll the log and come up
with higher numbers and when given
to the spectator, they come up with
the lower numbers!  (Get it?!)

It is an innocent-looking log, it has an educated �gaff� that can be controlled.  (One
can either claim the highest number wins or lower numbers win�your choice.)
The Win-Lose Rolling Log is accurate 80-90% of the time and gives good
advantage over the person who is playing.  It is so diabolical in design that if you
could travel back in time with this device, you would leave even the best of the
�crooked gamblers� broke in just a few games.

Made of Hard Maple and hand crafted in the workshops of Dr. Paul and Bill
Montana and is sold for entertainment purposes only.  Log is 3/4-inch
thick and 2-inches long and comes with instructions for use.

Limited Quantities...$40

Slick Dimey
During the first part of the 20th
Century about 1910-1919 this
little magical gem first
appeared. It may have been
originally created by Carl S.
Lohrey of Dayton, Ohio as it is
mentioned in one of his earliest
catalogs. It also is mentioned in
a very early advertisement from
Sherm�s Inc., of Bridgeport, Connecticut, as well as being featured occasionally in
very early ads for Thayer (however it was not a Thayer item and was only sold
through them).

This trick is simple enough to do a small child can master it, yet its perplexing
enough for adults.  No Skill Required.  The routine will make any magician look
like a real worker.   One Dime and two Pennies are used with the tube which are
not included. Sample routines and patter available on our website.

Limited Quantities...$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rolling-log-win-lose-bill-montana/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/slick-dimey-from-the-workshop-of-dr-paul-and-bill-montana/
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Cards Used For Tricks
The SHIMpossible

Deck
Tired of buying Shim Cards one or two at
a time for $10 each? Now you can have a
complete deck of 52 Shimmed Cards at
one low bulk price.

This SHIMpossible Deck is perfect for
all PK effects requiring a ferromagnetic
card. Use them as a replacement card for
Lethal Tender or combine them with Steel
Core Coins for a killer Matrix routine.
These cards will pass casual inspection,
their power limited only by your
imagination.

A complete deck of 52 Shim Cards!  Hand made and precision pressed!  Actual
Standard Bicycle Back cards!  Made in the USA on USPCC Stock!  Instead of
buying a new Shimmed Card every time you need to perform some amazing PK
magic, grab one from The SHIMpossible Deck�s army of professional-grade
Shim Cards and go to work. Available in either red-backed or blue-backed.

The SHIMpossible Deck is made from paper-thin ferromagnetic material between
two cards, 52 Shimmed Cards packaged in two card boxes (the tricks are up to you).

Please Specify Color When Ordering....$100
Perfect Blank Deck
A pure white blank deck of cards is
presented and shown on both
sides� The cards are totally blank.
Yet the magician is able to �project�
the images of printed cards on the
previously seen blank deck. At first
the magician does it quickly and all
you can see is a quick glance of a
printed card on the top? But it�s so
fast you ask yourself �did I really
see that, or is it an illusion?� Magic
is all about illusion but to remove
all doubts the deck is once again shown blank and then with the most natural
handling, all the cards are not printed on �both� sides!

BONUS: You will get an additional effect titled�Six Wildcards. The item comes
with a very good DVD with excellent English instructions. One regular deck is
needed to perform this miracle, which is not included (supply your own deck).

$27

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=shimpossible+deck&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-blank-deck-by-shimpei/
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Clever Card Gimmicks
Romero Box

The Romero Box brings a new dimension
to your magic. It is clean and simple
workings will open the doors to hundreds
of effects. You will discover new and
powerful solutions�even for the effects
already in your repertoire. This is an
essential tool that will captivate you from
the very start. It will continue to do so as it
also serves as a springboard for new
applications as well. Extremely useful for
card magic, mentalism, and of course, close-
up magic.

The Romero Box allows you to perform
powerful, in your face effects in a direct manner, including but not limited to having
the restoration of a torn card which takes place inside the box. Even better the
gimmick is completely innocent and void of scrutiny or suspicion. The box appears
to be out of play thus allowing and empowering you to get rid of the gimmick after
its use (and thus allowing you to easily switch the gimmicked cards for regular
ones).  Check out some of the amazing effects that are possible using
this custom made prop by viewing the video demonstration.

Availabe In Either Red or Blue!          $60

Silk Through Card 2.0
The spectator selects a card and examines
it thoroughly. A clever routine secretly brings
the special duplicate card into play. The
magician impales the card with an 18-inch
silk right in front of the spectator�s eyes!

Two spectators each hold one end of the
silk, tug-of-war style, while the magician
slides the card back and forth; proving the
silk genuinely penetrates the card. In the end,
the magician slowly pulls the silk from the
card, the card healing itself along the way!
Spectator keeps chosen card as souvenir.
Perfect for restaurant magic or strolling gigs.  Inspection and interaction at every
phase.  Perform Silk Through Card 2.0 fully surrounded.

Silk Through Card 2.0 comes with the deceptive gimmicked card (a Jack of
Hearts) and complete instructions on DVD, which includes the adventurous history
of this trick and its creator.

$30

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=romero+box&post_type=product
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silk-through-card-2-0-by-aaron-smith-with-18-inch-silk/
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Make Your Effects Better!

Chop Cup Olives
Set Of 2Set Of 2Set Of 2Set Of 2Set Of 2

Grab some of the bartender�s olives to use for your
cups and balls routine.  Fish the olive out of your
martini and do a miraculour chop cup routine.  The
olives look real but are prepared for your favorite cup
routines!  Great for bar workers�excellent for table
hoppong and cocktail parties.  So innocent looking.
Set of two (one gaffed.)

$20

Angel Balls
Feather Production

Features easy to follow, step-by-step illustrations
only. You will see it�s as easy after a quick study of
the illustrations. Comes with special custom
clip to fold the angel ball, and a double
open-sided production sleeve to store the
angle ball before production. Of course,
production of one angel ball is �impressive.�  Give
some thought to purchasing two for double visual
impact.  Also, with two units you can produce
what appears to be one angel ball and then split
them openly in full view of the audience into two

individual angle balls!  Dimensions: 30 cm in diameter, 20cm in length.
$95 each

Shown are 2 units.

Sands Of  The Desert
Wax�Original Colors

Fully surrounded or center stage, a wave of
your hand turns clear water eerie black. Pour
three different colored sands into the water and
vigorously mix them around. Instead of an
impossible mess, plunge your hand into the
water and emerge with each color of sand, one
by one, separate and dry!

And thanks to the special wax formula, you can pour all three colors in at once.
Pour a little a time, and mix them up between each pour to maintain the original
length of the trick. The magic is MORE with the TRIPLE POUR!

This amazing new wax-style Sands Of The Desert comes with three packs of
innovative magic sand, each a different vibrant color. The new instructions, written
and illustrated by Aaron Smith, feature close-up and stage routines for modern
audiences.

$45

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/chop-cup-olives/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/angel-ball-production-ugm/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sands-of-the-desert-wax-original-colors/
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Don�t Spill!

Superior Hydrostatic Glass
The performer fills a glass with water. He moistens a piece of newspaper and
places it over the mouth of the glass. The glass is turned upside-down, yet the
liquid remains in the glass�apparently held within by the paper! The paper is
slowly peeled away, yet the liquid remains in the overturned glass! At a gesture
from the performer, the liquid flows out freely. Easy to do.  Full 16-oz. etched
glass. Heavy duty, professional quality. Dishwasher safe. Use most any type of
liquid. Detailed instructions included.

Available Again!  Back In-Stock!  $55

S-O-S
(Silent, Original,

Suspension)
A strategically engineered gimmick
never made before and is truly
innovative!

The performer borrows any bill and
while holding the bill at tips of both
hands asks a spectator to pick up a
glass full of any liquid and to place it
on one end of the bill. Viola�the
performer lets go of one end and the
glass of liquid is sitting suspended on top of the bill and no spilling occurs.  Nothing
collapses! Nothing falls to the ground! IMPOSSIBLE, but true.

The glass is removed and the bill is returned immediately to the spectator.  Easy to
master. No sleeve work! No threads, wires, magnets or mirrors!  No sleights! Nothing
to break!  No parts to replace! Always ready to perform and fits in your pocket.  All
items are borrowed and may be repeated at once.   Excellent impromptu magic.
Hundreds sold! P.S. You can do the effect with a cell phone as well!

     $48

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/superior-hydrostatic-glass/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sos-silent-original-suspension-buma-house-of-magic-2/
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Magical Miracles
Wayne Rogers�

FORCE 4
The Mentalist opens a simple black vinyl folder and shows four envelopes.

As he passes along a line of four spectators, each one chooses an
envelope. The spectators have an absolutely FREE choice of any

envelope.  EVERY choice is under the performer's
control... Imagine the possibilities!

FORCE 4 does exactly what the name
suggests... it allows you to force four envelopes
or folded papers in a very fair manner.

Originally designed for Wayne's own chair test
�Signs of Chaos�.  FORCE 4 can be used in
many types of routines. Serious mentalists
and magicians will find a use for FORCE 4

in their act. As a special bonus for family entertainers, included are two fun and fully
scripted routines from Jim Kleefeld.

Full contents include:  Simple Chair Test, The Name Test, Color Test, Mystery
Bag and Bank Nite Bonus, Body Language with Force 4, Signs Of Chaos (Wayne
Rogers), Character-Eyes (for School Shows by Jim Kleefeld).

  $160

Christopher Rawlings�
Reveal

Reveal is a clipboard that is specially gaffed
yet undetectable even when the spectator
is holding it. ABSOLUTELY NO
ELECTRONICS are used. You just ask
someone to draw or write something on a
piece of paper. You get it, all at once, without
ANY strange movements. The drawing can
be isolated in an envelope or bag, yet you
still are privy to what was written.

The best compliment we can give �Reveal�
is this�it�s real world stuff. A leading
mentalist created it for his show and it can
be done UNDER FIRE. It is impossible for
it to break or wear-out. It�s something you
will use in your show�forever. You get the
gimmicked clipboard, marker,
envelope, DVD and attractive storage box.  Another great modern clipboard
gimmick that is easy-to-use and to perform.

$48.50

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/9823/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/reveal-by-christopher-rawlins-trick/
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Quality Reading Just For You
Cold Reading

The Classic Book Of  Techniques
By Martin Baukin

This amazing, hardcover book will certainly live up to
the use of the word �Classic� in its title!  There probably
has never been a book with such range and such depth
in nearly a dozen different types of readings for real,
paying clients!  This comprhensive book contain eight
separate books within its pages:

�  Quick Commercial Card Readings (2007), �  Casual
Little Miracles (2008)  �  By The EYE Of Our Spirit
(2009), �  At The Cross Roads (2010)  �  Dream
Windows (2012), �  American Folk Mentalism, Volume

2 (2012)  �  The Squire�s Perfect Three Card Reanding (2012)  �  Aphorisms For
Readers (EXTRA)

Included is a CD containing printable artwork. A few different table signs for cards,
tea leaves or wax readings, small tea leaf handout card, a pitch book, a couple
explanatory illustrations and the instructions for making a little hoodoo dollie.

It�s all here in an astounding 500+ pages of real life reading methods. None of it is
filler or arm-chair speculation. Martin Baukin has said that if you seriously study
all of the material in this one volume, you should be able to read any live, sane
person who speaks your language using whatever type of presentation you wish.
Please see website for testimonals on this incredible book!

Coupon cannot be used!  $255

Close-Up Magic 4 U
By Pete Biro

Pete Biro has done it again!  He�s written the 14th
volume of his set of books. This one is titled, �Close-Up
Magic 4 U.�  It�s packed with some of his handling of classics
as well as some new stuff.

In the 1970s, Frances Carlyle moved to California and taught
Pete some strong magic. He�s included a twist on Don Alan�s
Big Deal and his laydown for McDonald�s Aces.  A simple
way to do the Haunted  Pack with a borrowed deck, and his
newest creation, a routine with a Demitasse Cup and a
restaurant Creamer that all those that have seen it rave
about.  Material from bar magician that impressed Dai Vernon and Larry Jennings
is included as well as a bonus card revelation from Eric Jones that he used to close
his show at the Magic Castle.   Also included is a DVD of Performances of
material in the book!

  Number 14...$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/cold-reading-the-classic-book-of-techniques-martin-baukin/
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Mental Greats

Scryer�s 13
By Richard Webster

The Mystery of the �13�? is over� This work contains
13 contributors PLUS over 11 routines from Scryer.
For many of you, just the below information will be
enough to justify the purchase�

Contributors: (Alpha Order) Keith Barry, Meraux
Dantes, Jerome Finley, Sidney Free, Docc
Hilford, Ross Johnson, Ted Karmilovich, Darrel
Mac, Tony Michaels, Richard Osterlind, Sandra
Sisti, Peter Turner, Richard Webster.

A Peek Inside! A partial small teaser of �some� of the contents in Scryer�s 13�
Scryer�s Gypsy Fortune Telling Machine Reading, Scryer�s Human
Pendulum Invisible Deck,  Scryer�s Signature Duplication, A Bizzarist
Dream Come True, Scryer�s Easy Coin Bend, The Osterlind Read,
Medium Rare � Jerome Finley, Magical Memories � Keith Barry,
Peter Turner � Getting To Know You and Richard Webster � How to
hypnotize a person with a Pendulum.

Coupon cannot be used with this item!  $165

Intimate Secrets
By Alexander Nelson

After a long wait�we are happy to announce
that there will be a second book from
Alexander Nelson.  His first book, was a limited
printing and is out of print!  That book was released
in 2011.  This latest book is slated for a
late November 2013 release date.  This book
expounds on the talent and intuition that makes
Alexander Nelson a very much �in demand�
authority.   Below are just some of the things
included in this forthcoming book.

Feeling Energy, Entering The Body, Zodiac
Reading, Three Crystal Readings, Special Q
& A, The Pendulum Choosing For ReadingS,

Imaginative Mind Reading, The Amusement Park Journey, Journey To
Atlantis AND The Alexander Sensing Q&A,  Anywhere anytime And also the
greatest tips for being a master reader, and techniques if you want to do it for real
or for fun.  Quite possibly the most unusual book every written on the
subject!  Hard covered and approximately 60 pages.

    $125

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/alexander-nelson-2-richard-webster/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-13-richard-webster-book/
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Scryer�s Band Of  Readers
Forwards from the pair of Doc's, The legendary
Doc Shiels and Docc Hilford. Afterword: by Jon
Stetson.

Neal is honored beyond words to have these three icon's
contributing toward this outstanding ground breaking
project... BIG SURPRISE! Keith Barry was kind
enough to contribute one of his pieces in Band Of
Readers, which will also be featured in a forthcoming
book�titled Riding the Hierophant. Riding The
Hierophant will be collaboration from Doc Shiels and
Keith Barry.  In addition, there will be over 30
contributors!

What Scryer and Friends was for the art of Mentalism�Scryer's Band of
Readers will be for the Art of Reading (in multiple ways). The book many in the
industry is hoping will never be released�No Joke!  Anyone that has ever considered
or thought about making the transition to giving readings, or who is already in that
high earning specialty, would be wise to obtain a copy. Please note, this book
will feature only reading materials. There is no mentalism and no
tricks.

No Further Discounts Apply To This Book!   $199

Webster Presents...

Scryer�s Black & White
Original Ad Copy for The Black Book:  In this book,
he shares many of the ideas that have made him so
successful.  These include: 17 ideas using the Psychometry
from A to Z Principle, Neal's Killer Q & A routine, 5 ideas
using the pendulum, 2 effects with business cards, 1 with
playing cards and 1 with Tarot cards, Synchronistic
Dreams�you and your client experience the same dream.
Ted Karmilovich said this effect was �brilliant�  his book
contains all the ideas and secrets that have brought him
fame and success as both an entertainer and a psychic
reader. None of the effects in this book are hard to do.

White Book Original Ad Copy:  In this book, along with ideas using the A to Z
principle, the PATEO force, the pendulum and effects with cards, Neal includes
chapters on how to use past lives and angels in your psychic�and psychic
entertainment�work. Neal Scryer is a psychic as well as a psychic entertainer;
consequently, a number of ideas in this book contain no trickery, as they are �the
real thing.�

This book is essential reading for any serious psychic/psychic entertainer.
   No Further Discounts Apply To This Book!   $165

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-black-and-white-book-combined-websterscryer/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scryers-band-of-readers-richard-webster-book/
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Webster Winners!
Carnival Of  Secrets

That booklet was sent only to some of Neal's friends featuring
one of the most powerful effects in his repertoire. The good
news, this effect will be tipped in �Carnival Of Secrets�
along with many others from Neal and �7� other carefully
chosen contributors listed below.  Foreword by Marc Salem
and Afterward by Bob Cassidy.   This book is dedicated to
one of the great unsung heroes of our art�Jerome Finley!
Just the names of the contributors (Michael Weber, Max
Maven, Peter Arcane, Mark Garetz, Loyd Auerbach,
W. Barclay, as well as the ones listed above) will entice you!

Add the new coveted material from Scryer�you have the perfect balance of quality
and variety for sure!  And last but certainly not least�25 Scryer original
never before published pieces�Paper Balls, Mystical Subliminal
Svengali, Business Card Reading, Smash & Stab, Pendulum Svengali,
Good Or Evil, Scryer�s Haunted Pen, Playing By Ear, Unlock, Astral
Travel and lots more!  This is a hardback book featuring 144 pages.

No Further Discount Apply To This Book!   $145

Neal Scryer & Friends
�Neal Scryer and Friends� is a �BIG� book in many
ways!  This book will appeal to all mentalist and psychics�
because it contains a tremendous variety of routines from all
disciplines of mentalism!  These include many high profile
names, such as: Jerome Finley, Ted Karmilovich, Mark
Salem, Docc Hilford, Ron Chavis, Bob Cassidy (Dr.
Crow), Paul Shirley, Jeff McBride, Paul Carnazzo,
Esmeralda �Gypsy,� Joshua Quinn, Craig Filicetti, S.E.
Rivkin, Doug Dyment, Misaki Gabrielli, Jonathan
Stravinsky, Toni Iacoviello, Richard Mark, Aroldo
Lattarulo, Clairaudio, EXP, Joseph Curcillo, Richard Webster, Father
Anthony, Abha, Dan (Evil Dan) Terelmes, Prince Thebs, Colleen Terelmes,
Rich Hennessey, Neal Rider, Roy Shubert, Sal Franchino, Rick Roth,
Bob Killian, Nick Belleas, Allen Zingg, Mauricio Jaramillo, Bobby Torkova,
Greg Edmonds, David Thiel, Witch Doctor, Charles Garner, Patrick
Redford, Daniele Nigris, Anthony Jacquin, Kev Sheldrake, Ken Dyne,
Luca Volpe, Walter Davis, Sebastian Black, Jon Stetson, Looch, Scott
Grossberg, Raj Madhok, Alexander Thomas, Paul Romhany, TC Tahoe,
Thomas Heine & Rainer Mees (ParaLabs), Alexandre, Mota, Nefesch,
Meraux Dantes, Darrell Mac, Max Maven, Ross Johnson, Colin McLeod,
Paul Voodini, Banachek, Alain Nu, Pablo Amira, W. M. Barclay, Alexander
Nelson, Bill Montana, Christopher Taylor, John Riggs, Michael Weber,
Tony Razzano, Rudy Hunter, Iain Dunford, Carlos Emesqua, Owen
Darque, Juan David Arbelaez, Joe Zabel, Sibyl, H. Arcana.

No Further Discounts!     $235

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/carnival-of-secrets-neal-scryer-richard-webster-bk/
http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/neal-scryer-friends-richard-webster-book-2/
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Learning From The Best
S.W. Erdnase�s

The Expert At The
Card Table

Starring Allan Ackerman &
Narrated By

Ernest Borgnine
The entire contents of the book is
performed and taught by Ackerman.
This was Dai Vernon�s bible on
card magic.  Probably the greatest
book ever written on card magic.  You
will see the correct way to read, watch
and learn the very complicated magic
effects that are in the original, rare book.

There are 11 DVDs, an accompanying
booklet that gives history and comments

of S.W. Erdnase.  If you want to call yourself a card man, you need to study everything
you can that is in this �bible�.  If it was good enough for Vernon... it can be
good enough for  you.

Booklet & 11 DVDs...$127
Shin Lim�s

52 Shades Of  Red
This is the featured routine Shin uses in his professional
stage act. It is the cleanest possible color-changing deck
ever conceived. Imagine showing every single Blue Card
in the deck. Next, you turn the cards over and show
the pips of every single card. On your command the
deck changes from blue into red. You turn once again
to show the face of every single card is now blank. (A
live performance of 52 Shades Of Red was recorded
in Beijing China and is shown on the DVD.) This act
alone is worth the price of the DVD package.

Bonus Section: Imagine showing 4 Aces that are
blue backed. With just a wave, they turn into 4 Kings that are red backed. Also
included in the DVD Shin teaches you how to vanish an entire pack of cards in an
extremely clean manner.

Here�s what you get:  2 DVD Set, Fully Gaffed Deck, Gimmicks, 8 Full Routines
Bicycle Back Design, Made by USPCC and Full Step-By-Step Instructions.

$55

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/52-shades-of-red-dvd-and-gimmicks-by-shin-lim-dvd/
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Wonderful Cards & Coins
Jean Hugard & Frederick Braue�s
The Royal Road to Card Magic

6 Instructional DVDs
The book Royal Road To Card Magic is now available on
DVDs.  This is card magic made easy.  Use any deck!

Here is a sampling of what you will learn:  Overhand
Shuffle, Riffle Shuffle, Flourishes, the Glide, Glimpse, Key
Card, Palm, Backslip, Double Lift, False Shuffles-Cuts,
Pass, Reverses, Hindu Shuffle, Classic Force, Top-Bottom
Change, Arrangements, Routines and lots more.

For years and years, this was one of magic�s best on card magic and the material on
these six DVDs is invaluable, even to those who have been around.

Highly Recommended!  $73

The Second Deal And
False Riffle Shuffle

The greatest False Shuffle in the world is the False Riffle
Shuffle!  Learn this alone and you have more than paid
for the cost of this DVD.

What you will learn:  Preparation of the hands. What
cards to use.  Table Second Deal, Overhand Second Deal,
Pitch Second Deal, One Hand Second Deal, Burn Second
Deal, False Riffle Shuffle and why to use the Second Deal.

$25

Dave Forrest�s
The Silver Swindle

Created by Monanos and routined by Dave Forrest.
This is the Ultimate �Which Hand� Test.  You�ll always
know which hand the signed coin is in and despite being
allowed to examine the coins, your audience will never
know how!

An incredibly clever and ingenious gaff coin (included)
combined with a complete, professional, 3-phase routine
by Dave that steadily builds to its impossible climax, make

this one of the best �carry everywhere� miracles.  There are No Peeks, No
Marks, No Magnets, No Stooges, No Chemicals and Examinable.  With
the thorough DVD and gaffed coin you will be ready to blow minds within an hour
of opening the package.

$25

http://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/silver-swindle-us-quarter-by-dave-forrest-and-romanos-dvd/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

SteSteSteSteStevvvvvens Maens Maens Maens Maens Magic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporiumgic Emporium
2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Doug2520 East Douglas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wiclas �  Wichita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214hita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  FPhone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)GIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  maE-Mail:  magic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stegic@stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
WWWWWeeeeebsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  wwwbsite:  www.ste.ste.ste.ste.stevvvvvensmaensmaensmaensmaensmagicgicgicgicgic.com.com.com.com.com
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